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hnefatafl the game cabinet - winner the winner is the white player if he manages to reach a corner square with
his king the black player if he manages to capture the king, backgammon articles studying to get better - the
compleat gamester by charles cotton 1674 one of the earliest books to have a description of backgammon
though the treatment is pretty light, backgammon articles by author - backgammon article backgammon
articles by author last updated 25 nov 2018, history of games wikipedia - the history of games dates to the
ancient human past games are an integral part of all cultures and are one of the oldest forms of human social
interaction games are formalized expressions of play which allow people to go beyond immediate imagination
and direct physical activity common features of games include uncertainty of outcome agreed upon rules
competition separate place and time, port manteaux word maker onelook dictionary search - port manteaux
churns out silly new words when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or two above and you ll get back a
bunch of portmanteaux created by jamming together words that are conceptually related to your inputs for
example enter giraffe and you ll get back words like gazellephant and gorilldebeest
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